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Monte Carlo production status

- Taking requests for CLICdet and Whizard 2
- Twiki page with production overview:
  https://twiki.cern.ch/twiki/bin/view/CLIC/MonteCarloSamplesForCLICdet
- Current productions
  - qqqq production at 1.5 TeV: prodIDs 13763-13771 DONE
  - qqqqq production at 1.5 TeV: integration done, next step production
  - chargino pair production (stub tracks analysis): 13889 and 13890 (includes Tracker Hit information in the DSTs)
  - background sample for stub tracks: overlay-only at 3 TeV (includes Tracker Hit information in the DSTs): 13893, 13896 (more to come)
- Madgraph with beamspectrum
  - looking into recent developments by Madgraph authors where beamspectra can be included from beam-beam event files
  - however, no working setup yet
  - discussion thread: https://answers.launchpad.net/mg5amcnlo/+question/682235
  - will follow up on this